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TEG and COVID-19 

TEG’s 2019-2020 programme was brought to a premature end 
after the February meeting with the introduction of the 
‘lockdown’ associated with the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Meetings planned for March 2020 and subsequently were 

cancelled, although we hope that the speakers already 
provisionally arranged will be able to speak at a later date. 

The March AGM was also cancelled, but the 2019-2020 

Committee, listed in the end pages, will continue to manage the 
group until a new Committee is elected. 

To provide TEG members with a record of the meetings to date, 
this Volume 47 Number 1 of The Transport Economist includes 
the reports of the meetings in January and February 2020. 
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East meets West: shaping and making the case for the 
new East West Railway 

Andrew Bustin, SNC Lavalin Atkins 

Arup 

22 January 2020 

Introduction 

The east-west corridor between Oxford and Cambridge, and 
beyond into East Anglia, generates significant travel demand and 

considerable growth is forecast. However, the corridor suffers 
from a lack of direct rail links, meaning high journey times and 
an over-dependency on private car travel. 

Figure 1: East West Rail: map and key economic centres 
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Context 

The National Infrastructure Commission (NIC) says that without 

investment in new infrastructure designed to support housing 
growth and link communities, the area will fall behind and fail to 

attract or retain the talent which helps maintain its position in 
the UK economy (“Partnering for Prosperity: A new deal for the 
Cambridge Milton Keynes-Oxford Arc”). 

The East West Railway seeks to resolve these issues, to provide 
additional freight capacity, and to reduce overcrowding on routes 
to and from London. 

East West Rail is a new direct rail connection between Oxford and 

Cambridge and beyond. It will bring faster journey times and 

lower transport costs, as well as easing pressure on local roads. 
The creation of new travel opportunities by rail could also act as 
a catalyst and driver for further development, economic growth 
and regeneration. 

The East West Rail Consortium of local authorities and businesses 
has campaigned for EWR since 1995. The East West Rail 
Company wishes to deliver EWR as safely, quickly and cost-
efficiently as possible. 

The link comprises three sections: 

• Western: Oxford to Bedford, Aylesbury and Milton Keynes; 

• Central: Bedford to Cambridge; and 

• Eastern: Cambridge to Norwich/Ipswich. 

The first services on the Western Section are expected to run 
from late 2023, with the Central Section completing the 
connection between Oxford and Cambridge by the mid-2020s. 

Atkins has carried out a number of studies into the Western, 
Central and Eastern sections of the East West Railway. Initially, 

these were to identify the strategic case for intervention by 
recognising strategic objectives of the route, target markets and 
key journey pairs, as well as potential constraints and challenges 
to delivery. Subsequently, work has developed feasible 
enhancement options, service specifications and scheme costs to 

understand the economic case for intervention and how the 
scheme can be optimised. 
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Figure 2: Western Section: proposed services 

 

The complete route will act as a strategic rail route linking 

Ipswich, Norwich and Cambridge with Bedford, Luton, Milton 
Keynes, Bicester and Oxford, allowing connections to the South 
Coast, South West England and South Wales. 

Central Section 

The Central Section project proposes the reintroduction of direct 
rail passenger services between the Western Section at Bletchley 
and Bedford (see Figure 2 above) and Cambridge, which would 

be enabled by a combination of building new infrastructure and 

upgrades to existing infrastructure (see Figure 3 overleaf). 

The project also includes capacity for freight to exploit the 
creation of a direct link between the main radial routes from 
London to the north and west. 

Phase 2A examined five corridor options and concluded that two 

corridors were the best performing and recommended for further 
testing in Phase 2B. 
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Figure 3: Central Section: preferred corridor 

 

The two corridors were developed into eight indicative routing 
options, four in each corridor. 

Table 1: Central Section: options 
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Bletchley ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 

Bedford St Johns ●        

Bedford Midland  ● ●  ● ●   

Bedford South Parkway    ●   ● ● 

Sandy ● ●  ●     

Sandy new site   ●      

Hitchin     ●  ●  

Letchworth      ●  ● 

Cambridge ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 

Note: Sandy new site would be north of Sandy towards St Neots. 
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These would offer the following Oxford to Cambridge times. 

Figure 4: Central Section: options and through journey times 

 

Central Section: business case 

The Do-Minimum scenario for the Central Section was: 

• Thameslink Dec 2018 specimen timetable; 

• IEP specimen Timetable on the East Coast Main Line; 

• Chiltern Evergreen 3; 

• East West Rail Western Section (se Figure 2 above) with 

• 1 train per hour Paddington – Oxford – Milton Keynes, 

• 1 train per hour Paddington – Oxford – Bedford, 

• 1 train per hour Marylebone – Milton Keynes; and 

• 1 train per hour Bournemouth – Manchester diverted via the 
Western Section from Oxford to Bletchley (with backfilling 
between Oxford and Birmingham and Birmingham and 
Manchester); and 

• a new station at Addenbrooke’s, south of Cambridge, at 
which all East West Rail services would call. 
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For appraisal purposes, a common three trains per hour Do-
Something services was assumed for all corridor options: 

• London Paddington – Oxford – Cambridge semi-fast, 
extending the Do-Minimum Paddington – Bedford service; 

• Bletchley – Cambridge semi-fast; and 

• Bristol – Cambridge, with alternate trains extended to 
Norwich or Ipswich. 

The following speeds were assumed: 

• on existing infrastructure, existing speeds or speeds 
reflecting committed enhancement schemes; and 

• on new infrastructure, a maximum running speed of: 

• 100 mph for semi-fast services; and 

• 125 mph for fast services. 

To forecast demand and revenue, a solely incremental model was 
not appropriate for use where services levels, and consequently 

demand, were expected to change markedly, often from a near-

zero level. Instead, a hybrid approach was used, as shown below. 

Figure 5: Central Section: hybrid demand and revenue modelling 

 

For locations along and near the East West Rail route, a bespoke 

spreadsheet-based model was used, combining: 

• an elasticity-based incremental model, where the 
Generalised Journey Time (GJT) was expected to change by 
less than 30% from 2011 levels; and 

• a regression-based gravity model, where GJT was expected 
to change by more than 30%. 
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For longer distance journeys, PLANET Long Distance (PLD) was 
used. This is a network model implemented in the EMME 
transport modelling software, with a rail assignment and nested 

mode choice model: 

• between highway and public transport; and 

• within public transport, between rail and air. 

Figure 6: Central Section: PLANET models 

 

A supplementary simplified approach was used to estimate 
generated demand. 

Central Section: economic appraisal 

Outputs from the demand modelling suite, and capital and 
operating costs, were fed into an economic appraisal model 
covering a 60-year appraisal period from 2024 to 2083. This 

calculated monetised benefits using the current WebTAG values 
of time, and presented values of (discounted) benefits and costs. 

The study tested two growth scenarios: 

• a ‘core’ scenario which took population and employment 

growth forecasts from the National Trip Ends Model (NTEM) 
v6.2, and 

• a ‘high growth’ scenario with growth rates calculated from 
information obtained from Local Authorities’ and Local 
Enterprise Partnerships’ publications. 
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Interfaces with existing railway lines between Hitchin and 
Cambridge, and busy stations of Bedford Midland and Hitchin, 
present significant operational constraints. 

Bedford Midland on the Midland Main Line presents significant 
challenges for both options, in terms of cost, complexity and 
through journey times. These appear to outweigh the benefits of 
providing the best interchange solution. 

Hitchin on the East Coast Main Line presents a trade-off: 

• Serving Hitchin requires the construction of lengthy loops, 
with substantial capital outlay and journey time penalty. 

• Bypassing Hitchin to call at Letchworth instead reduces 

interchange opportunities, significantly compromising 
journeys such as Bedford to Peterborough. 

Between Bedford and Hitchin, Network Rail’s capital cost 
estimates for M options increased, because the scope of reusing 
the old alignments, and especially tunnels, proved to be less than 

previously thought. M options required significantly more ‘new’ 
infrastructure than originally assumed, with the result that 
capital costs of Corridor C and Corridor M options were similar. 

Central Section: long-distance potential 

Analysis from Phase 2A identified that Cambridge – Birmingham 
and Cambridge – Manchester were among the top long-distance 
flows benefiting from East West Rail. To explore whether further 
benefits could be realised on these markets in cost effective 
ways, two sensitivity scenarios were tested with additions to the 

best-performing scenario C2-2: 

• C2-2BHM, an hourly Birmingham – Cambridge service; and 

• C2-2MAN, an hourly Manchester – Cambridge service. 

The Birmingham option outperformed the Manchester option. 

However, while the additional long-distance services increased 
the present value of benefits (PVB) and generated additional 
revenue, they incur additional operating costs of £1.6-1.9 billion, 
which exceeds the benefits and revenues generated. Much of this 

additional operating cost is the West Coast Main Line capacity 
charge, with a 60-year present value of £550 million for the 
Birmingham option and £1,200 million for the Manchester option. 
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Although these tests showed that an additional Birmingham or 
Manchester service does not enhance the case for the Central 
Section, alternative and more cost-effective ways of delivering 

substantial benefits could be explored. 

Central Section: crowding on London rail routes 

An ‘order of magnitude’ test examined the likely size of crowding 

relief on the London routes. PLANET outputs suggest that, on 
each of the Midland Main Line (MML) and East Coast Main Line 
(ECML), approximately 100 passengers would be removed on 
southbound services in each 3-hour morning peak period. 

To model the scale of released suppression, a simplified crowding 

model was built using train loadings from DfT’s count data, and 
taking into account committed changes including the Thameslink 
Programme. It suggested that services on the MML and ECML 
would see a net reduction of crowding disbenefits of 
approximately £30-40 million over the 60-year appraisal period 

of the Central Section, taking into account passengers attracted 
back onto the service to fill up released capacity. 

The Central Section would also remove trips on the WCML (such 
as Milton Keynes – Cambridge) and GWML (such as Oxford – 
Cambridge). There was no analysis of these routes, but it is 

expected that the conclusions would be similar to those for the 
MML and ECML. 

In addition to the economic appraisal, there was a multi-criteria 
assessment (MCA) of the more qualitative aspects of the options. 

The criteria were: 

• local economic growth realisations; 

• key growth location connectivity; 

• strategic long-distance passenger service potential; 

• long-distance freight strategy complementarity; 

• planning and environmental constraints; 

• operational issues and constraints; 

• infrastructure requirements (existing and new railways); 

and 

• comparative cost. 
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Central Section: conclusions 

Ultimately, Corridor C options outperformed Corridor M options: 

• Corridor C options on the whole perform better, with lower 
existing infrastructure requirements and shorter mileage 
delivering faster journey times, lower operating costs and 
higher benefits and revenue. 

• Corridor M options connect more growth locations and have 

marginally lower new infrastructure requirements. 

Option C2-2 delivered the highest benefits and had the lowest 
planning/environmental constraints. Option M1-4H, in contrast, 

performed least well. 

Running long-distance services such as Cambridge – Birmingham 
or Cambridge - Manchester are unlikely to boost the overall case 
for the Central Section. 

Diversion of existing passengers away from London radial routes 
onto East West Rail services, and the resulting revenue loss on 

existing radial services, is now understood to be a minor impact: 
the resulting crowding relief on these routes is very limited. 

Eastern Section 

The objectives of the Eastern Section are to: 

• improve east-west public transport connectivity; 

• increase economic growth, prosperity and employment 
within the East of England through improvements to east-

west rail links; 

• provide faster, more reliable and additional rail links from 
the west to Cambridge, Norwich, Ipswich and beyond; 

• improve journey times and reliability of interregional and 
commuter journeys; 

• increase capacity for interregional and commuter journeys; 

• maintain and enhance capacity for rail freight, especially 
from key ports; and 

• contribute to tackling climate change by removing traffic 

from congested interregional highway corridors. 
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Figure 7 summarises the overall study approach. 

Figure 7: Eastern Section: study approach 

 

The study area was identified by considering key economic 
centres and growth locations east of Cambridge towards 
Norwich, Ipswich and beyond, and on key locations on the 

Western and Central sections and the main interregional rail lines 
for interchange from the Eastern Section. 

The New Anglia LEP Strategic Economic Plan identifies the 
following key economic centres, links and growth locations east 
of Cambridge: 

• Peterborough, Cambridge, Norwich, Ipswich; 

• A12, A47, A11 and A14 corridors; and 

• the ports of Great Yarmouth, Lowestoft, Felixstowe and 
Harwich. 

Apart from serving short distance trips, the Eastern Section could 
support long-distance trips by linking to areas on the Western 

Section and Central Section networks. This brings all major 
locations along the Western Section and Central Section corridor 
into the study area, from Reading to Cambridge including Oxford, 

Aylesbury, Milton Keynes and Bedford. 
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Figure 8: Eastern Section: growth locations 
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Figure 9: Eastern Section: existing rail network 
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There is interchange with the West Anglia Main Line at 
Cambridge and, further west (see Figure 1): 

• the East Coast Main Line at Sandy; 

• the Midland Main Line at Bedford; 

• the West Coast Main Line at Milton Keynes; and 

• the Great Western Main Line at Reading. 

This underlines the importance of including these locations in the 
study area, and also brings in locations such as Peterborough, 
Stevenage, Harlow, Stansted Airport, Luton and Luton Airport. 

Key locations for labour supply were identified as Milton Keynes, 
Central Bedfordshire, Aylesbury Vale, Peterborough and Luton. 

Key locations for employment mass and growth were identified 
as Aylesbury Vale, Cambridge, Central Bedfordshire, Luton, 
Milton Keynes, Norwich and Peterborough, as shown below. 

Figure 10: Eastern Section: employment and forecast for 2031 

 

Greater Norwich has a strong position in life and environmental 
science, technology and manufacturing, and ambitions to deliver 

1,000 jobs in these sectors and develop a digital creative cluster. 
A civil aviation cluster is emerging around Norwich Airport. 
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Greater Ipswich is one of the faster growing towns in the country 
but has a relatively low-wage and low-skill economy. 

Lowestoft and Great Yarmouth are the main centres for offshore 
renewables, support a growing number of energy sector jobs, 
and are a designated enterprise zone. The coastal towns also 
have a large tourism and leisure sector. 

Felixstowe is home to the UK’s largest container port, handling 

44% of national container traffic, and capacity is expected to 
grow by an additional million containers by 2025. There is an 
opportunity for rail to improve connectivity between 
complementary locations in terms of industrial composition and 

to serve a range of demand markets. 

The English Indices of Deprivation (2015) identifies locations that 
suffer from income, employment, education, health, housing or 
environmental deprivation. More deprived areas would benefit 
more from regeneration, which could be driven by enhanced 

connectivity. The Index of Multiple Deprivation rankings for local 

authorities in the study area suggest that Great Yarmouth, 
Tendring (Harwich), North Norfolk (Cromer) and Waveney 
(Lowestoft) are further key locations beyond those identified so 
far in the analysis. 

The key locations for population and employment clusters and 
growth are Milton Keynes, Bicester, Aylesbury, Luton, Bedford, 
Peterborough, King’s Lynn, Cambridge, Ipswich and Norwich. 

The key commuting corridors identified are: 

• to Cambridge from Ely, Bury St Edmunds and Newmarket; 

• to Norwich from Thetford and Attleborough; 

• to Norwich from the Norfolk coast; and 

• to Milton Keynes from Aylesbury and Central Bedfordshire. 

Further key locations for high productivity/output are Harlow, 
Stevenage, the Suffolk Coastal, Bury St Edmunds, South 
Cambridgeshire and Uttlesford. Further areas of deprivation that 
would benefit from regeneration are Great Yarmouth, Tendring 

(Harwich), North Norfolk (Cromer) and Waveney (Lowestoft). 
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Eastern Section: Conditional Output Statement 

The Conditional Output Statement (COS) will set out what the 

rail industry will aim to deliver from an Eastern Section scheme 
by establishing the rationale for progressing the scheme, 
defining its strategic scope in terms of markets to be served and 
identifying the drivers and context for intervention through a 
sound evidence base. It will consequently indicate the potential 

for the Eastern Section to deliver against key business case 
criteria, ensure key challenges, conditions and risks to realising 
benefits are recognised, and establish a sound basis and 
strategic specification for scheme design development, which is 
the next stage of scheme development. 

Very few location pairs within the study area are served by a 
direct service, and direct service frequencies are low. Many long-
distance rail journeys having high journey times, due to the 
requirement for multiple interchanges. 

The East West Rail Western and Central sections will create some 

new direct rail links in the study area. They will dramatically 
improve journey times between Oxford and Cambridge, 
eliminating the need to go via London. 

Current rail demand in the study area is constrained to relatively 

short-distance journeys. Demand is focused on radial routes 
rather than east-west journeys, reflecting service provision. 

Rail demand to 2031 is forecast to increase on London routes, 
but is expected to follow a similar pattern to current rail demand. 
Crowding levels on AM Peak services are set to deteriorate. 

Improving the rail service offer in the Eastern Section of the 
study area could unlock travel opportunities and demand and 
increase the rail market, remove the requirement to travel via 

London, and therefore reduce crowding on radial routes, enable 
better labour market participation and business-business 

interaction and promote economic growth. 

The Eastern section would build on the improvements that the 

Western and Central sections will bring. 

The existing highway network is characterised by long journey 

times owing to a mixture of low-quality road infrastructure and 
congestion. Short trips dominant: demand is concentrated on 
short trips and key corridors including the A11, A14 and M11. 
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Demand growth is spread evenly across the study area. The high 
demand and high journey times on key highway corridors in the 
study area suggest that congestion is an issue. 

Planned highway improvement schemes are largely focused on 
the A47 and A12 corridors, or within city/town centres. This will 
improve highway journey times within Norfolk and within Suffolk 
but longer distance east-west journeys will remain an issue. 

There are opportunities for mode shift; if the Eastern Section 
served east-west trips it would abstract demand from highway 
to rail and build the rail market in the study area. 

Eastern Section: rail freight market 

The London Gateway freight terminal will be developed and there 
is planned expansion of both Felixstowe and Harwich ports. 
London orbital routes for freight are already congested, so 
alternative routes from these ports are needed. A new rail chord 
at Ipswich was opened in 2014, enabling direct freight service 

movements from Felixstowe towards Ely without the need to 
reverse at Ipswich station. 

The Network Rail Anglia Route Study proposes infrastructure 
enhancements to enable up to five freight paths per hour 

between Ipswich and Ely. The Eastern Section would 
complement the delivery of the Ipswich chord, by enhancing the 
onward route via Bury St Edmunds to Chippenham Junction. It 
would also offer an alternative to the existing route via Ely, by 
providing a new link via Newmarket and Cambridge for onward 

routing to/from the north of the UK via the Midland Main Line, or 
to/from the west of England, the South Coast and Wales via 
Oxford. 

Eastern Section: established drivers for intervention 

The key drivers are: 

• The key population and employment centres east and west 
of Cambridge are poorly connected. 

• Norfolk and Suffolk coastal towns are targets for 

regeneration and growth. 

• There is congestion on rail routes to/from London. 
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• High demand and journey times suggest congestion on the 
highway network. 

• High demand and journey times exist on the East Anglia 
regional rail; 

• Significant rail freight growth is forecast to 2043. 

• Opportunities for improved east-west rail service provision 
exist, due to gaps in the rail network associated with high 

car demand, or where rail demand may be generated by 
opening up new commuting or business-to-business 
journeys between locations of sufficient size. 

The five target markets are: 

• main line connections, such as Bedford, Milton Keynes and 
Reading; 

• airport connections such as Luton Airport; 

• commuting within the region east of Cambridge, such as 

between Cambridge and Norwich, Bury St Edmunds and 

Cambridge, or Stowmarket and Ipswich; 

• longer distance business and leisure journeys, such as 
between East Anglia and Oxford and Reading, or trips to or 
from Great Yarmouth and Lowestoft; and 

• Felixstowe-Ely-Nuneaton for freight. 

The three route options considered are shown in Figure 11 on 
the next page. 
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Figure 11: Eastern Section route options 
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Figure 12: Eastern Section: prioritisation of journey pairs 

 

The study used a gravity model to assess the extent to which the 

introduction of rail services enhancements enabled by an Eastern 
Section scheme would enhance transport network performance 
and its capacity to meet and unlock latent travel demand. 

The change in GJT benefits was calculated on a journey pair 

basis, to enable the relative value of specific potential conditional 
output enhancements to be understood. With-scheme GJTs were 
estimated without considering infrastructure feasibility, but to 

reflect reasonably achievable journey times and frequencies. 

There is also the potential for the extraction of trips from the 

highway network, with the potential to reduce CO2 emissions. 
The study analysed the potential for congestion relief along key 
routes, assuming a level of mode shift from car to rail based on 
a WebTAG-compliant proportion of the increase in rail demand 
driven by the GJT change. Transport user benefits were 

calculated in a fashion consistent with WebTAG, with the main 
driver for these benefits being changes in journey times. 
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Connectivity between key knowledge-based centres is a key 
potential driver for increased economic productivity (GVA) 
through more efficient business-to-business (B2B) activity. 

There are also likely to be GVA impacts through the labour 
market, with an increased attractiveness of commuting via rail. 
However, it is anticipated that these impacts will be minor 
compared to B2B activity. There could also be regeneration 
around stations, although this will be limited, given that all the 

locations in the study area already have operational rail stations. 

A simple model was developed using generalised cost changes 
from the gravity model, journey to work mode shares from the 
2011 Census, population and employment data for station 

catchments, growth factors to 2031, average GDP per worker 
and national average decay parameters and agglomeration 
elasticities. 

Eastern Section: summary of overall assessment 

The commuting corridor between Cambridge and Norwich (via 
Ely, Thetford and Attleborough) is a priority covering all origin-
destination pairs. Similarly, the commuting corridors from Bury 
St Edmunds via Newmarket to Cambridge, and via Stowmarket 
to Ipswich, are priorities. 

There are opportunities for improved rail connectivity to the ports 
of Felixstowe and Harwich, as well as to the coastal towns of 
Lowestoft and Great Yarmouth. In terms of longer distance trips, 
there are opportunities to serve demand to Bedford, Milton 
Keynes, Bicester and Aylesbury and beyond to Oxford and 

Reading. Some of these locations have already been identified as 
providing interchanges with interregional rail lines (such as 
Bedford for the Midland Main Line, Milton Keynes for the West 

Coast Main Line and Reading for the Great Western Main Line). 

Access to Luton and Luton Airport is also seen as a priority, more 
so than Stansted Airport, where highway journey times 
outperform rail, even with the Eastern Section improvements. 

The key findings are that longer-distance trips are particularly 
valuable and are essential for the scheme: a large proportion of 

trips using the Eastern Section will reach destinations on the 
Central Section and Western Section. Delivering an attractive 
and competitive combination of multiple passenger service 
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opportunities between sizeable business activity and labour 
market locations is likely to maximise the economic growth 
potential the scheme can offer. 

Eastern Section: conclusions 

Travel demand within Anglia and to/from Anglia in an east-west 
direction is currently constrained by a congested highway 

network and an inadequate rail network. Travel is therefore 
restricted to shorter-distance journeys, and any long-distance 
journeys involve high journey times and congestion, and public 
transport is often not viable. 

Western and Central sections will create some new direct rail 

links to Anglia, and the Eastern Section would build on these 
improvements. 

The Eastern Section will provide additional capacity to 
accommodate forecast freight growth on the Felixstowe – 
Nuneaton corridor, both directly and by providing an alternative 

route via Newmarket and the Western Section. Improved 
passenger and freight transport along the Eastern Section will 
support economic growth in the region, particularly at key 
locations identified for housing and employment growth. 

Eastern Section: next steps and further studies 

The following further studies are proposed: 

• A planning constraints analysis and operational 
deliverability appraisal of each Eastern Section Route 

Option. Progress with a more detailed operational and early 
engineering feasibility design study to develop key 
operational and design outputs (alignments, realisable 
service performance parameters, indicative timetables, 
high level cost estimates). 

• Various technical analyses and assessments on feasibility 
designs necessary, including updated modelling and 
forecasting, environmental scoping level assessment and 
economic analysis and appraisal. In cost-benefit and 

objectives terms, consider rolling stock, optimum 
frequencies, line speeds, achievable journey times and the 
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potential performance of proposed station stops compared 
to faster journey times of not stopping. 

• Optioneering, narrowing down to a preferred option, based 
on cost-benefit analysis and consideration of the Eastern 
Section objectives. Prepare a Strategic Outline or Outline 
Business Case. 

• Continued stakeholder collaboration with relevant local 

authorities, LEPs, Network Rail, DfT and potentially 
Chambers of Commerce and passenger/freight operators 
and groups. 

Discussion 

David Metz (University College London) said that the National 
Infrastructure Commission (NIC) placed great emphasis on 
housing, but the talk hardly mentioned this. Andrew replied that 
it was not a major factor in the study, which had focused more 
on employment. 

Richard Smith (Transport for London) asked if there were any 
assumptions about electrification and its effect on journey time. 
Andrew replied that the Eastern Section study had not 
examined this: it was a high level study only. 

John Dodgson (retired) asked about the speaker’s thoughts on 

sequencing. The middle section is the hardest, involving a lot of 
new rail infrastructure. Do either the Western Section or the 
Eastern Section make sense on their own? Andrew said that the 
work assumes the complete scheme. High level work may 

suggest that Eastern Section enhancements may make sense in 
isolation, but there has been no work on this. 

Tom Worsley (University of Leeds) noted that housing and 
employment is relatively dispersed along the route. What are 

assumptions on access and egress times? Will housing be close 
enough to stations? John Segal added that 5-kilometre 
catchment areas are not walkable. Andrew said that the 
different growth scenarios considered were based on local plans, 
with no additional detailed analysis. 

David Starkie (Case Associates) said that, given the modest 
Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR), were any radical alternatives 
considered? What about an east-west highway, or a bus/coach 
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corridor, if we wanted to stick to public transport? Andrew 
replied that this was not considered. The work was for the East 
West Rail Consortium or Network Rail. Are they worth 

considering? Road journeys along the route are currently 
unpleasant. Would adding a new service have the 
transformational effect? A new motorway might, but would be 
expensive. There is currently very high car dependency. 

Nigel Harris (The Railway Consultancy) noted that shorter 
routing resulted in lower fares. Has this been considered or will 
premium fares be charged? Andrew said that the modelling had 
assumed a constant fare per mile. 

Robin Whittaker noted that Northampton and Daventry are 

important logistics hubs. Would links from ports be useful? Also, 
is the capacity of shipping going through Felixstowe sustainable 
in the long run? Andrew said that this has not been considered, 
and the study used forecast growth. 

Alan Peakall (retired) asked if any account had been taken of 

Brexit, shifts in economic activity, and of HS2? Andrew replied 
that the work predated Brexit. 

Tim Elliott (independent consultant) recalled that in the 1970s 
he looked at a plan for an ‘outer M25’ plan for a road from 

Bletchley to Swindon. The East West Rail scheme seems to be 
very good for transport resilience, but will stand and fall by 
connections with the main rail lines from London. Will enough 
train stop at connecting stations? Bletchley is in the wrong place. 
How many chords are required? Andrew gave the example of 

the proposed Cambridge to Birmingham services which would 
join the West Coast Main Line at Bletchley. 

 

Report by Peter Gordon 
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Economic assessment of technology impact in the 
aviation industry 

Anna Dabrowska, Atkins 

Arup 

26 February 2020 

Emerging technologies: knowing the unknown 

Knowledge about technology can be characterised quite simply: 
either the technology and its impacts are known and knowable 

or they are not. Emerging technologies are rarely fully known. 
Even if technology is known operationally, the full impacts of its 
implementation are most often unknown. “To know that we know 
what we know, and that we do not know what we do not know, 
that is true knowledge.” – Confucius. 

Technologies and their impacts can be: 

• tested and implemented - known knowns; 

• tested with limited implementation, when we recognise 
impacts but have no information about them - known 

unknowns; 

tested with no implementation – we do not know the actual 
impacts even if we could measure them – unknown knowns; 
and 

• untested – we just do not know - unknown unknows. 

New Experience Travel Technologies (NEXTT) 

The NEXTT vision aims to improve air journey experience, 

reliability and efficiency by using advanced processing 

technology, harnessing interactive decision-making and moving 
more activities off-airport. It is a joint venture initiative of the 
International Air Transport Association (IATA) and Airports 
Council International (ACI). 

There is a deep sea of uncertainty, as NEXTT has not been 

implemented yet, but selected elements of it were tested or 
piloted by some airports. It comprises interconnected elements 
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which have never been implemented or tested together, and 
includes diverse areas of technology: data processing, biometric 
solutions, advanced automation and robotics. 

NEXTT technologies exist separately and are implemented in 
other industries. They exhibit various levels of maturity: some, 
such as data sharing and processing, are well-established, while 
others such as artificial intelligence and advanced automation are 

emerging. 

The study’s task is to ask what the economic impacts of NEXTT 
implementation could be. The technology impact assessment is 
derived from impact identification, which leads to impact analysis 

and then evaluation. 

What might impact the development of the technology? To what 
outcomes does the development of the technology lead? There 
are two complementary approaches to impact identification: 

• scanning, a broad-brush approach to quickly identify all 

possible impacts; and 

• tracing, defining causal relationships between development 
actions and their impacts. 

Scanning 

Scanning methods search the impact field to minimise the 

probability that significant impacts will be overlooked. They 
create a list all candidate impact areas which may be brief, and 
at a high level of abstraction, or highly-detailed and concrete. A 

list of impact areas may include such general categories as 
technological, economic, environmental, social, political, 
behavioural, institutional, legal, regulatory, culture/values, and 
health, which can be subdivided as needed. 

The first step is to list all the parties affected by the development. 

The perspectives of the stakeholders may vary widely; a 
significant consequence for one might not concern another. It is 
necessary to consider these multiple stakeholder perspectives. 

Combining these approaches produces a two-dimensional matrix 
with impact areas on one axis and stakeholders on the other. 

Some cells of the matrix may contain no impacts, while others 
may contain multiple impacts. 
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Figure 1: Scanning: example for NEXTT 

 

 

Tracing 

Tracing methods emphasise causal relationships in which 

impacts may be expressed as a chain of causes and effects. Tree 
or process techniques have proven very helpful in tracing. 
Process flowcharts graphically depict the linkages between 

various members of sets of elements, moving from level to level 

via some relationship such as “leads to impacts on.” 

Forecasters should, however, avoid being seduced by the 
“treeing game”, lest they end up, as in one impact assessment, 
with a 30-page impact tree of no practical value. To prevent this, 
they must restrict themselves to the most important branches at 
each level but avoid a premature closure that misses important 

impacts. 
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Figure 2: Tracing example: biometric identity impacts 

 

Technology impact analysis 

The impacts of technology identified in earlier phases provide 
variables used in constructing the final impact model. The 

emphasis tightens, with a focus on the most important impacts 
that have been identified, which become subjects for more in-

depth impact analysis and for impact evaluation. 

Limiting the impacts under consideration by using the judgment 
of experts is very helpful here. 

They are also identified in this phase to understand deployment-

related variables to be used in the impact model: 

• technological barriers and technology maturity; 

• availability of complementary technologies needed for 
implementation; and 

• laws, regulations, and incentives. 
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Figure 3: Technology impact analysis 
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technology: data processing, biometric solutions, advanced 
automation and robotics. 

These technologies exist separately and are implemented in 
other industries. They reached various levels of maturity: some, 
such as data sharing and processing, are well established and 
others, such as artificial intelligence and techniques for 
addressing uncertainty, and still emerging 

• Known knowns are managed by descriptive approaches and 
matrix techniques. 

• Known unknowns vary according to the source of 
uncertainty: 

• for variability, statistics and trend analyses; 

• for operational knowledge, modelling and simulation; 
and 

• for human error, tracing models such as road mapping 
or decision-aiding. 

• Unknown knowns are best handled by monitoring and 
expert opinion. 

• The unknown unknowns are best handled in one of two 
ways: using creativity techniques or scenario analyses. 

Monitoring 

Monitoring is about gathering and organising information about 
the subject, to maintain current awareness of an area, and the 

information with which to forecast, in order to provide 
information useful for structuring a forecast and for the forecast 
itself. The sources of information are gathered, filtered and 
structured. 

It assumes that information which is useful for a forecast exists, 

and that it can be gathered. It can provide a lot of useful 
information from a wide range of sources, but information 
overload can occur without selectivity, filtering and structure. 
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Figure 4: NEXTT: gathering information on airports and airlines 

 

Methods to collect experts’ opinion 

The success of the experts’ opinion method clearly rests on the 

combined expertise of the participants who make up the expert 

panel. Several techniques can be used, interviews, surveys, the 
Delphi process, workshops and nominal group processes (NGP). 

The NEXTT project and World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC) 
sequel used a Hybrid Delphi method, integrating elements of 

interviews, workshops, NGP and Delphi techniques in a 
chronological, complimentary and iterative manner. This was 
tailored to each analytical step, so that all methods resolve the 
recognised problems inherent in the other methods. 
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Figure 5: NEXTT: example of Delphi process outputs 

 

 

Trend analysis 

Mathematical and statistical techniques are used to extend time 
series data into the future, to project quantifiable parameters 

and to analyse the adoption and substitution of technologies. 

Trend analysis assumes that past conditions and trends will 
continue in the future more or less unchanged. It offers 
substantial time-based forecasts of quantifiable parameters and 
is especially accurate over short timeframes, but requires reliable 
time series data about well-defined parameters. Projections are 

vulnerable to distortions over a length of time. 
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Figure 6: NEXTT: baseline scenario for aviation industry 

 

Scenarios 

Scenarios are snapshots of paths leading from the present into 
the future. A set of scenarios cover a range of possibilities for 

some aspect of the future. Future assumptions can be 
incorporated into a set of descriptions, and usable forecasts can 
be constructed from a very narrow database or structural base. 
They present complex portraits of possible futures, and 
incorporate a wide range of quantitative and qualitative 

information produced by other forecasting techniques, but do not 
provide the definite answers that some stakeholders are looking 
for. 

They therefore need to be used with an accompanying narrative 
and probability assessment to explain the assumptions and 

limitations of each scenario. 

Discussion 

Peter Gordon (Editor, The Transport Economist) asked if 

changing technology processes can reduce the time it takes to 
load and unload an aircraft. Many technologies have focused on 
the personalisation of the process, but have not paid enough 
attention to procedures. How does technology have an impact on 
the procedures? Anna replied that it is people who start to learn 

and trust the technology and thus the technology is used and 
continues to evolve. 
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Tim Elliott (Independent Consultant) asked if air traffic 
controllers generate revenue or reduce costs? Anna said that air 
traffic control is more closely linked to the environmental impacts 

of the technologies. The uncertainties are too big to provide any 
confident results and inform economic assessments. 

Tom Worsley (ITS Leeds) noted that the study seems to rely 
heavily on seeking experts’ opinions on the technology. However, 

experts tend to be optimistic in general. How does the study 
guard against optimism bias? Anna said that airlines and airports 
are the risk bearers for any disruptive technologies. When 
experts express optimistic views, the impacts of the technology 
might be overestimated. The key stakeholders - airlines and 

airports - are in the position to protect their business and normal 
operations, and any overestimation of the impacts of disruptive 
technologies is unlikely to affect them adversely. 

Dick Dunmore (Steer) wondered if it would be possible to 

examine adoption rates across countries for past technologies? 

Anna noted that in many cases, new technologies cannot be 
compared to old technologies. The growths of adoption rates, for 
example, tend to be much faster in new technologies, because 
information is transmitted much faster. In general, the current 
technology landscape has evolved and will react differently. 

Technology adoption for airports and airlines is different to other 
areas, because of regulations and policies and the role of air 
travel. Each technology also faces quite different environments 
in different countries, due to their various states of technical 
advancement and infrastructure. 

Peter Gordon asked how the study evaluated current delays 
and overcrowding in airports, such as by pinch point and from 
accidents or incidents. Anna replied that the study tended to 
focus on the issues that would cause redundancies in airports or 

new airports. Efficiencies associated with delays and 

overcrowding are beneficial to operations, but cannot prepare 

airports and airlines for technology disruptions or their strategies 
to safeguard their businesses. 

 

Report by Peter Gordon and Dewei Kong 
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Obituary: Jillian Beardwood 

The TEG is sad to have learned of the death of Jillian Beardwood. 

Jillian graduated from Oxford in 1956 with a first in mathematics. 
She began her career with a research studentship at the UK 
Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA), where she became one of the 

authors of the Beardwood-Halton-Hammersley theorem on the 
travelling salesman problem. She moved to the Transport and 
Road Research Laboratory (TRRL) in 1968 and to the Greater 

London Council (GLC) in 1973. After it was abolished in 1986, 
she joined Marcial Echenique & Partners (ME&P), lectured at the 

Polytechnic of Central London, now the University of 
Westminster, and at the London School of Economics (LSE). 

In 1989 Jillian joined TEG, at the time reporting her affiliation as 
Senior Research Fellow at LSE. The group’s records suggest that 
she became TEG’s first female speaker, in January 1990 while at 

ME&P, offering a mathematical insight into cost-benefit analysis. 
She noted that if links between two areas were improved, 
travellers from the first might gain from access to employment 
in the second, but this could displace workers from the second, 
who now had to seek work in their first. She argued that they 

could be worse off, but that the standard consumer surplus 
approach would treat their additional travel as a benefit. A fox 
fleeing a hunt did not see the travel as a gain. 

From 1996 to 2006 Jillian reported on a number of TEG meetings, 
and from 2005 to 2007 she was an active member of the TEG 

committee. After standing down from the committee she 
continued to attend and contribute to the discussion at meetings, 
last speaking in January 2017. 

She last attended in September 2018, coincidentally at a 

discussion of the Kangaroo Route, which had begun within 
months of her birth. 
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From the Guardian, for information 

Julia Beardwood 

Thursday 6 February 2020 

My aunt, Jillian Beardwood, who has died aged 84, was a 
mathematician who co-authored the Beardwood-Halton-

Hammersley theorem in 1959 to prove the shortest possible path 
through many points. This provides an answer to the famous 
“travelling salesman problem”, which, given a list of cities and 

the distances between each pair of cities, seeks to find the 
shortest possible route that visits each one and returns to the 

starting point. 

Jill went on from this fascination with getting people quickly from 
one place to another to a long career as a transport economist, 
including with the Greater London council (GLC). 

She was born in Norwich, Norfolk, to Frederick, a policeman, and 
his wife, Ethel (née Pike), known as Peggy. After attending Blyth 
Grammar School for Girls she studied mathematics at St Hugh’s 
College, Oxford, graduating with a first in 1956. 

She then took on a research studentship at the newly formed UK 

Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA), where she was one of four 
postgraduate students selected to study with John Hammersley, 
in the process gaining privileged access to the Ferranti Mercury 
computers at both Oxford and Harwell, as well as to the Illiac II 
computer at the University of Illinois. It was during this time that 

she helped to draw up the Beardwood-Halton-Hammersley 

theorem. 

Jill went on to work for the UKAEA as a senior scientific officer 

(1960-68), while studying during that period for her doctorate, 

which she completed in 1968. She then moved into transport 
modelling, working first for the government-run Road Research 
Laboratory as a senior scientific officer (1968-73) and then 
joining the GLC, spending most of her 14 years there as head of 
the transport studies group. 

She and her team studied plans for important decisions such as 
building the M25 and introducing congestion pricing. One of her 
most quoted studies found that building more roads leads to 
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more cars. Her team’s research predicted that the M25 would 
quickly exceed maximum capacity, which it did. 

After the GLC was dissolved, Jill worked for the transport 
planning consultancy ME&P (part of the WSP group) while also 
holding posts as a senior research fellow at the London School of 
Economics and as a lecturer at the Polytechnic of Central London 
(now the University of Westminster). 

After retiring she immersed herself in the community based 
around All Saints’ church in Bishop’s Stortford, Hertfordshire, 
where she was warden, treasurer and Synod rep. She served on 
the board of governors of All Saints’ school and volunteered at 

Herts & Essex hospital as well as at the local food bank. Her faith 

was deeply held. 

She is survived by her brother, Michael, her nephew, Mark, and 
by me. 
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Women in TEG 

Coincidentally, news of Jillian came as your committee was 
examining the relative contribution of male and speakers to TEG. 
The attached chart shows the proportion of women speakers over 
the years, expressed as a moving annual average. After Jillian’s 
early contribution, in 1990, it is noteworthy that in September 

2019 the group, at least briefly, reached a point where half the 
speakers in the preceding twelve months had been women. 
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The Transport Economists’ Group, formed in 1973, provides a 
forum for people involved in transport economics to meet 
regularly and discuss matters of mutual interest. Membership is 
open to economists working in transport and others whose work 
is connected with transport economics. 

The aim of the Group is to improve the quality of transport 
management, planning and decision-making by promoting 
lectures, discussions and publications related to the economics 
of transport and of the environment within which the industry 

functions. 

Meetings, held at Arup’s Central London HQ at 13 Fitzroy Street 
from September to June (except December), consist of short 
papers presented by speakers, drawn from both within the 
Group’s membership and elsewhere, followed by discussion. 

The Group’s Journal, “The Transport Economist”, is published 
three times a year reporting on meetings and other activities of 
the Group. It reviews recent publications of interest and contains 
papers or short articles from members. The Editor welcomes 
contributions for inclusion in the journal, and can be contacted 

at petersgordon@blueyonder.co.uk. 

The current membership of over 150 covers a wide range of 

transport modes and types of organisation. Members are drawn 
from transport operators, consultants, universities, local and 

central government and manufacturing industry. All members 
are provided with a full membership list, updated annually, 
which serves as a useful source of contacts within the profession. 

Applications from people in all sectors are welcome. 

Applications for membership should be made on a form which 

can be downloaded from the Group’s website at 
www.transecongroup.org. 

mailto:petersgordon@blueyonder.co.uk
http://www.transecongroup.org/
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